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Health & Wellness

Peak
The New Science of Athletic Performance
That is Revolutionizing Sports

Dr. Marc Bubbs

Federer. Brady. Williams. These athletes have stayed at the top of
their game year after year thanks to their individual takes on this
game-changing combination: health, nutrition, training, recovery,
and mindset.
This groundbreaking book explores the fundamentals of high
performance (not the fads), the importance of consistency (not
extreme effort), and the value of patience (not rapid transformation).
Dr. Marc Bubbs expertly lays out the deep science in a way that’s
easy to understand, and with input from leading experts who shape
the performance of the world’s top athletes, he lays out strategies for
success that are rooted in a personalized approach.
Regardless of whether you are trying to improve your physique,
propel your endurance, up your game, or improve your team’s record,
this book holds the key to lasting success.
Dr. Marc Bubbs, ND, CISSN, CSCS, is the Director of Nutrition for
the Canadian men’s national basketball team. He is also the host
of the Dr. Bubbs Performance Podcast, connecting listeners with the
world’s experts in nutrition, training, functional health, and mental
performance. Dr. Bubbs regularly presents at health, fitness, and medical conferences across Canada, the United States, UK, and Europe
and consults with professional sports teams in the NBA, NFL, NHL,
and MLB. He practices in Toronto, Canada, and London, England.

Publication Date: May 2019
Final Print PDF Available: April
2019
Word Count: 128,000
Page Count: 384
Art Program: Black-and-white
charts and graphs throughout
Rights Available: World
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Health & Wellness

Nutrition in Crisis
Flawed Studies, Misleading Advice, and the
Real Science of Human Metabolism

Dr. Richard Feinman

Almost every day it seems a new study is published that shows you
are at risk for diabetes, cardiovascular disease, or even death due to
something you’ve just eaten for lunch. Many of us no longer know
what to eat or who to believe. In Nutrition in Crisis, distinguished
biochemist Richard Feinman cuts through the noise, explaining the
intricacies of nutrition and human metabolism in accessible terms.
He lays out the tools you need to navigate the current confusion in
medical literature and its increasingly bizarre reflection in the media.
At the same time, Nutrition in Crisis offers an unsparing critique
of the nutritional establishment, which continues to demonize fat
and refute the benefits of low-carbohydrate and ketogenic diets—all
despite decades of evidence to the contrary.
Entertaining, informative, and irreverent, Feinman paints a
broad picture of the nutrition world: the beauty of the underlying
biochemistry; the embarrassing failures of the medical establishment; the preeminence of low-carbohydrate diets for weight loss,
diabetes, other metabolic diseases, and even cancer; and what’s
wrong with the constant reports that the foods we’ve been eating for
centuries represent a threat rather than a source of pleasure.
Richard David Feinman, PhD, is a professor of cell biology at the
State University of New York Downstate Medical Center in Brooklyn where he has been a pioneer in incorporating nutrition into the
biochemistry curriculum. Dr. Feinman has published numerous
scientific and popular papers and is the founder and former coeditor-in-chief (2004–2009) of the journal Nutrition and Metabolism.
He’s currently researching the application of ketogenic diets to cancer.
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Publication Date: March 2019
Final Print PDF Available: Now
Word Count: 89,000
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Bioregulatory
Medicine

Bioregulatory Medicine

An Innovative Holistic Approach to Self-Healing

Drs. Thom, Odell, Drobot, and Pleus and Jess Higgins Kelley

An Innovative Holistic
Approach to Self-Healing

Rights Sold: Spanish

Dr. Dickson Thom, DDS, ND
Dr. James Paul Maffitt Odell, OMD, ND, L.Ac.
Dr. Jeoffrey Drobot, NMD
Dr. Frank Pleus, MD, DDS, OMFS
Jess Higgins Kelley, MNT

L E E K N O W, N D

Mitochondria
and the
of

Future

Medicine

Bioregulatory Medicine addresses the four pillars of health using a sophisticated synthesis of
the very best natural medicine with modern advances in technology. In addition to identifying the cause of disease, bioregulatory medicine promotes disease prevention and early
intervention of illness through noninvasive diagnostics and treatments, and incorporates
the use of over 100 different non-toxic diagnostics and treatments from around the world.
Forward-thinking patients and integrative practitioners will find Bioregulatory Medicine
invaluable as they seek to deepen their understanding of the body’s many regulating systems
and innate ability to heal itself.

Mitochondria and the Future of Medicine

The Key to Understanding Disease, Chronic Illness,
Aging, and Life Itself

Dr. Lee Know

The Key to Understanding Disease,
Chronic Illness, Aging, and Life Itself

Rights Sold: German, French, Russian, Polish, Turkish
Current research has revealed that many seemingly disconnected degenerative diseases have
tangled roots in dysfunctional mitochondria. However, new research has also endowed us
with the knowledge on how to optimize mitochondrial function, which is of critical importance to our health and longevity. Mitochondria and the Future of Medicine is an invaluable
resource for practitioners interested in mitochondrial medicine and the true roots of chronic
illness and disease, as well as anyone interested in optimizing their health.

VA C C I N E S,
AUTO I MMUN ITY,

Vaccines, Autoimmunity, and
the Changing Nature of Childhood Illness
Thomas Cowan

and the Changing Nature of

C H I L DH OO D
ILLNESS

T HOMAS C OWA N, M D
Foreword by

Over the past fifty years, rates of autoimmunity and chronic disease have exploded. Thomas
Cowan, MD, argues for a direct causal relationship to a corresponding increase in the number of vaccines American children typically receive. Emerging evidence shows that certain
childhood illnesses are actually protective of disease later in life, and by examining the role
of fever, the gut, and cellular fluid we can better understand immune health and what the
potential dangers are of doing all we can to prevent certain illnesses.

Sally Fallon Morell
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Nature & Environment

Trees of Power
Ten Essential Arboreal Allies
The organic grower’s guide to planting, propagation,
culture, and ecology

Akiva Silver

Trees are not only a magisterial part of the natural landscape, they
are our allies in maintaining a healthy planet. Partnering with
trees allows us to build soil, enhance biodiversity, increase wildlife
populations, grow food and medicine, and pull carbon out of the
atmosphere. In his new book, Trees of Power, Akiva Silver shares a
step-by-step path toward working with these arboreal allies, from
propagation and planting to understanding the specific traits of ten
of our most important tree species that have multiple benefits for
humans, animals, and nature alike.
In Trees of Power you’ll learn the most important concepts necessary for success with perennial woody plants and time-honored
techniques to propagating trees—whether by seed, grafting, layering, or with cuttings—that make it easy for anyone to increase their
stock of trees simply and inexpensively. Ten chapters focus on the
specific ecology, culture, and uses of these “power trees” including
the chestnut, apple, ash, hickory, beech, black locust, and more.
Silver’s combination of hands-on experience and sincere exuberance for the natural word will inspire a new generation of tree
stewards wishing to create a lasting legacy for future generations,
while also appealing to gardeners, homesteaders, environmentalists, educators, farmers, or anyone who feels a deep appreciation for
these magnificent plants.
Akiva Silver owns and operates Twisted Tree Farm, a homestead, nut
orchard, and nursery near the Finger Lakes Region of New York. He
grows 20,000 trees annually that are raised naturally without synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, or herbicides.
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Nature & Environment

Burn
Using Fire to Cool the Earth
How we can harness carbon to help solve the climate crisis

Albert Bates and Kathleen Draper
Employed to its full potential, pyrolyzing carbon can run the carbon
cycle in reverse, restore a natural balance, and remake Earth as a
garden planet.
Burn looks beyond renewable biomass and carbon capture
energy systems to offer a bigger and bolder vision for the next phase
of human progress. Albert Bates and Kathleen Draper advocate
using biochar:
• As an input into soils and agricultural systems to rebalance
the carbon, nitrogen, and related cycles; enhance nutrient
density in food; rebuild topsoil; and condition urban and
agricultural lands to withstand flooding and drought
• To cleanse water by carbon filtration and trophic cascades
within the world’s rivers, oceans, and wetlands
• To evolve urban infrastructures such as buildings, roads,
bridges, and ports by incorporating drawdown materials
and components and replacing steel, concrete, polymers,
and composites with biological carbon
• To drive economic reorganization by incentivizing carbon
drawdown
Fully developed, this approach costs nothing. In fact, it can save
companies money or provide new revenue streams. It contains the
seeds of a new, circular economy in which energy, natural resources,
and human ingenuity enter a virtuous cycle of improvement. Burn
offers bold new solutions to climate change that can begin right now.

Publication Date: February
2019
Final Print PDF Available: Now
Word Count: 90,000
Page Count: 288
Art Program: Black-and-white
illustrations, charts, and
graphs throughout
Rights Available: World
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Albert Bates is one of the founders of the intentional community
and ecovillage movements. A lawyer, scientist, and teacher, he has
taught village design, appropriate technology, and permaculture in
more than sixty countries. He is the author of 16 books including Climate in Crisis (1990); The Post-Petroleum Survival Guide and Cookbook
(2006); The Biochar Solution (2010); and The Paris Agreement (2015).
Kathleen Draper routinely collaborates with biochar experts from
around the globe as a board member of the International Biochar
Initiative and as the US Director of the Ithaka Institute for Carbon
Intelligence. She has lectured on biochar around the world and provides consulting services to companies entering the biochar industry.
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Eager

The Surprising, Secret Life of Beavers and Why They Matter

Ben Goldfarb
Shortlisted for the PEN/E.O. Wilson Science Writing Prize 2019

T he S ur p r i s i ng, S e c r e t Li f e of

and Why They

Ben Goldfarb

F or e wor d by Da n F lor e s

Sy Montgomer y
Elizabeth Marshall Thomas
Fore word by

Vicki Constantine Croke

Tamed &
Untamed
Close Encounters of the
Animal Kind

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
Eager is a powerful story about one of the world’s most influential species, how our landscapes have changed over the centuries, and how beavers can help us fight drought, flooding,
wildfire, extinction, and the ravages of climate change. Ultimately it’s about how we can
learn to coexist, harmoniously and even beneficially, with our fellow travelers on this planet.

“Written with clarity, intelligence, and humor, this engaging book
will appeal to basically everyone.”—Forbes

Tamed and Untamed

Close Encounters of the Animal Kind

Sy Montgomery and Elizabeth Marshall Thomas
Named as one of the best books of 2017 by The Daily Mail
Rights Sold: German, Italian, Simplified Chinese
Tamed and Untamed is a collection of essays penned by renowned authors (and best friends)
Sy Montgomery and Elizabeth Marshall Thomas. It explores the minds, lives, and mysteries
of animals as diverse as snails, house cats, hawks, sharks, dogs, lions, and even octopuses.
With humor, empathy, and introspection, Montgomery and Thomas look into the lives
of all these animals (and many more!) and examine the ways we connect with our fellow
species.

Also from Sy Montgomery
sy MontgoMery
author of the bestselling the Good, Good PiG

Journey of the

Pink DolPhins
An AmAzon Quest
With a neW introDuction by the author

Rights Sold: Polish and
Simplified Chinese
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Rights Sold: Spanish

Sustainable Agriculture & Food Systems

Uncultivated
Wild Apples, Real Cider, and
the Complicated Art of Making a Living

Andy Brennan

An observational memoir in the tradition of Michael Pollan and
Peter Wohlleben, Uncultivated follows world-renowned master
cider maker Andy Brennan’s twenty-four-year history with naturalized trees and shows how they have guided him toward successes in
agriculture, in the art of cider making, and in creating a small-farm
business. The book contains useful information relevant to those
particular fields but is designed to connect the wild to a far wider
audience, skillfully blending cultural criticism with a food activist’s
agenda.
Uncultivated is about faith in nature, the power it has to deliver
us from our own mistakes, and how wild apple trees have already
shown us the way.
Andy Brennan owns Aaron Burr Cider in New York’s Catskill region.
Founded in 2011, Aaron Burr Cider is famous for its naturally made,
small-batch ciders. Andy and his cider have been featured in The Wall
Street Journal, Edible Manhattan, Town and Country, Wine Enthusiast
Magazine, Grub Street, and New York Magazine, and have been featured on CNN and CBS Sunday Morning.

Publication Date: June 2019
E-galley Available: Now
Word Count: 100,000
Page Count: 288
Art Program: Black-and-white
illustrations
Rights Available: World
Editor’s Note: Aaron Burr Cider
is distributed worldwide. The
author has travel scheduled
to Germany, France, Spain,
and Italy and also potentially
Mexico and Japan in 2019.
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Sustainable Agriculture & Food Systems

Carving Out a Living on the Land
Lessons in Resourcefulness and Craft from
an Unusual Christmas Tree Farm

Emmet Van Driesche

When he first envisioned becoming a farmer, author Emmet Van
Driesche never imagined his main crop would be Christmas trees,
nor that such a tree farm could be more of a managed forest than
the conventional grid of perfectly sheared trees. Carving Out a Living
on the Land tells the story of how Van Driesche navigated changing
life circumstances, took advantage of unexpected opportunities, and
leveraged new and old skills to piece together an economically viable
living, while at the same time respecting the land’s complex ecological relationships.
From spoon carving to scything, coppicing to wreath-making,
Carving Out a Living on the Land proves that you don’t need acres of
expensive bottomland to start your land-based venture, but rather
the creativity and vision to see what might be done with that rocky
section or ditch or patch of trees too small to log. You can lease
instead of buy; build flexible, temporary structures rather than sink
money into permanent ones; and take over an existing operation
rather than start from scratch. What matters are your unique circumstances, talents, and interests, which when combined with what
the land is capable of producing, can create a fulfilling and meaningful farming life.
Emmet Van Driesche, along with his wife, Cecilia, operates the Pieropan Christmas Tree Farm in Western Massachusetts. When he’s not
working on the tree farm or editing scientific manuscripts, he spends
his time carving wooden spoons and teaching others to do the same.
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Sustainable Agriculture & Food Systems

Happy Pigs Taste Better
A Complete Guide to Organic and Humane
Pasture-Based Pork Production

Alice Percy

Happy Pigs Taste Better offers a comprehensive look at raising organic,
pasture-fed pigs for gourmet meat. Alice Percy advises readers on pasturing and feeding hogs organically, as well as managing the breeding
herd and administering effective natural healthcare. In addition, she
provides an overview of marketing and distribution for those looking
to turn their hog farming operation into a lucrative business.
This book is the first of its kind to offer an in-depth approach
to organic, high-welfare commercial production, including information on:
• Designing a hog business from the ground up
• Housing pigs, including benefits and drawbacks of
various housing systems
• Evaluating the nutritional content of common organic
feedstuffs
• Butchering humanely and economically
• Record keeping with templates for financial tracking
Whether you’re looking to convert a conventional operation to
organic, grow your backyard hog operation into a viable business,
or start from scratch, this comprehensive book has got you covered,
nose to tail.
Alice Percy operated a commercial hog operation for ten years on her
farm in Whitefield, Maine, becoming the largest certified hog producer in the state. Percy has mentored hog farming startups through
the Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association (MOFGA)
and helped to develop the association’s Raising Organic Pigs fact
sheet. She has presented workshops on organic hog husbandry at
MOFGA events and the annual NOFA Summer Conference.
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E L I OT C O L E M A N
The

NEW ORGANIC GROWER
A Master’s Manual of Tools and Techniques for the
Home and Market Gardener

The New Organic Grower, 30th Anniversary Edition
A Master’s Manual of Tools and Techniques
for the Home and Market Gardener

Eliot Coleman
Rights Sold: French, Korean

30th ANNIVERSARY EDITION

Dirt
to
Soil

One Family’s Journey into
Regenerative Agriculture

Gabe Brown

MICHAEL FOLEY

Farming for
the Long Haul

Since its original publication in 1989, The New Organic Grower has been one of the most
important books available, with pioneer farmer Eliot Coleman leading the charge in the
organic movement in the United States. This 30th anniversary edition is ideal for young farmers just getting started or gardeners seeking to expand into a more productive enterprise.
Coleman’s books and innovative methods have helped innumerable organic farmers build
successful farms in deep accordance with nature. The wisdom in this seminal book holds true
even as the modern agricultural canon has grown.

Dirt to Soil

One Family’s Journey into Regenerative Agriculture

Gabe Brown
In Dirt to Soil, soil health pioneer and farmer Gabe Brown tells the story of his ranch’s amazing journey from being a model of dead-end conventional farming to a richly alive model of
regenerative agriculture. By following regenerative practices and observing five principles
of soil health, they produce a wide range of crops and livestock on over 5,000 acres using
no synthetic nitrogen fertilizer, minimal herbicides, and no synthetic pesticides. Brown
explains how farmers anywhere in the world can reduce or eliminate expensive synthetic
inputs by using regenerative practices including multi-species cover cropping, no-till planting, and holistic planned grazing to improve their operation’s ecological health, profitability,
and climate resilience.

Farming for the Long Haul

Resilience and the Lost Art of Agricultural Inventiveness

Michael Foley

Resilience and the Lost Art of
Agricultural Inventiveness

NEW FARMER LIBRARY

Farming for the Long Haul is about building a viable small farm economy that can withstand
the economic, political, and climatic shock waves that the twenty-first century portends. It
draws on the innovative work of contemporary farmers, but more than that, it shares the
experiences of farming societies around the world that have maintained resilient agricultural
systems over centuries of often-turbulent change. Indigenous agriculturalists, peasants, and
traditional farmers have all created broad strategies for survival through good times and bad,
and many of them prospered. This book lays out some of these strategies and presents techniques and tools that might prove most useful to farmers today and in the uncertain future.
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Food & Drink

The Grain-Free, Sugar-Free,
Dairy-Free Family Cookbook
Simple and Delicious Recipes for Cooking with
Whole Foods on a Restrictive Diet
Including one month of kid-friendly meal plans and
detailed shopping lists to make life easier

Leah Webb
When faced with her own family’s dietary needs, mother and nutritionist Leah Webb realized that nearly 100 percent of their meals
would need to be made from scratch. Like so many parents, Webb
was looking for a cookbook that offered deeply nutritious, kidfriendly, whole food recipes that were also easy to prepare. When
she couldn’t find one, she decided to write it herself.
With 135 unique and delicious recipes, The Grain-Free, Sugar-Free, Dairy-Free Family Cookbook is made for families who know
they would like to rid themselves of these ingredients but are
intimidated by starting. Leah incorporates insightful tips and lists,
demonstrating how she can prepare lots of healthy food in much less
time than expected. It also gets kids involved in cooking, which helps
them be excited about their food (which is hard on restrictive diets,
of course).
By following Leah’s meal plans, parents will be sure to please
and make cooking on a restrictive diet enjoyable and manageable.
Any family wishing to eliminate grains, sugars, and dairy from their
diet is sure to find Webb’s recipes, advice, meal plans, and troubleshooting invaluable.
Leah M. Webb, MPH, is a certified health coach who has worked in
nutrition and gardening education. Leah started and runs the Deep
Rooted Wellness blog on which she posts stories and tips regarding
nutrition. Leah lives in North Carolina with her husband, T. C., and
her two children, Owen and June.
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Food & Drink

The Whole Okra
A Seed to Stem Celebration
With recipes for gumbos and stews,
plus okra pickles, marshmallow, paper, and more

Chris Smith

Chris Smith’s first encounter with okra was of the worst kind: slimy
and fried at a greasy-spoon diner. Despite that dismal introduction,
Smith developed a fascination with okra, and as he researched the
plant and began to experiment with it in his own kitchen, he discovered an amazing range of delicious ways to cook and eat it, along
with ingenious and surprising ways to process the plant from tipto-tail: pods, leaves, flowers, seeds, and stalks. Smith talked okra
with chefs, food historians, university researchers, farmers, homesteaders, and gardeners. The summation of his experimentation and
research comes together in The Whole Okra, a lighthearted but information-rich collection of okra history, lore, recipes, craft projects,
growing advice, and more.
The Whole Okra is foremost a foodie’s book, but Smith also provides practical tips and techniques for home and market gardeners.
He gives directions for saving seed for replanting, for a breeding
project, or for a stockpile of seed for making okra oil, okra flour, okra
tempeh, and more. Smith’s wry humor and seed-to-stem enthusiasm
for his subject infuse every chapter with just the right mix of fabulous recipes and culinary tips, unique projects, and fun facts about
this vagabond vegetable with enormous potential.
Expert okra enthusiast Chris Smith writes regularly for The Heirloom
Gardener, the Mother Earth News blog, and the Farmers’ Almanac
blog. His presentations on the versatility of okra have delighted
audiences at food and farming festivals and fairs throughout the
Southeast. A native of the UK, Smith has a master’s degree in creative writing from the University of Manchester. His short stories
have been published in Nashville Review, Mid-American Review, and
The Manchester Review.
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Business, Economy, & Politics

Mid-Course Correction Revisited
The Story and Legacy of a Radical Industrialist and
His Quest for Authentic Change

Ray C. Anderson and John A. Lanier
Foreword by Paul Hawken

The original Mid-Course Correction, published 20 years ago, became a
classic in the sustainability field. It put forth a new vision for what its
author, Ray C. Anderson, called the “prototypical company of the 21st
Century”—a restorative company that does no harm to society or the
environment. Mid-Course Correction not only outlined what eco-centered leadership looks like, it also mapped out a specific set of goals
for Anderson’s company to eliminate its environmental footprint.
Those goals remain visionary even today, and Mid-Course Correction Revisited delves into how Interface worked toward making
them a reality, birthing one of the most innovative and successful
corporate sustainability efforts in the world. As our global economy
shifts toward sustainability, challenges like building the circular
economy and reversing global warming present tremendous opportunities for business and industry. This second edition contains
several new chapters by the Ray C. Anderson Foundation executive director John A. Lanier and interviews with Janine Benyus, Joel
Makower, Andrew Winston, Ellen MacArthur, and other leaders in
green enterprise, the circular economy, and biomimicry.
A wide range of business readers—from sustainability professionals to green entrepreneurs to CEOs—will find both wise advice
and concrete examples in this new look at a master in corporate and
environmental leadership and the legacy he left.
Ray C. Anderson was founder and chairman of Interface, Inc.
Interface has been ranked number one in a GlobeScan survey of
sustainability experts, and the company has continued to be an environmental leader following Anderson’s death in 2011. Anderson was
named one of TIME International’s Heroes of the Environment in
2007. He served as cochairman of the President’s Council on Sustainable Development and as an architect of the Presidential Climate
Action Plan, a 100-day action plan on climate that was presented to
the Obama Administration.
John A. Lanier joined the Ray C. Anderson Foundation as executive
director in May 2013 to advance the legacy of Ray, his grandfather.
He is chair of the board of directors for Southface.
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New Acquisitions
The Regenerative Hemp Entrepreneur
Doug Fine
Bestselling author and investigative journalist Doug Fine, who introduced many to the fledgling hemp revolution with his book Hemp Bound, brings us back to the front lines of the now
booming industry in The Regenerative Hemp Entrepreneur. Equipped with knowledge gleaned
from visiting hemp farming operations across the country and drawing upon his own experience cultivating nearly 130 acres of the crop across four states, Fine offers a timely look at
the industry’s latest trends—from CBD to hemp-based superfoods—and a practical blueprint
for how we can cultivate hemp in a way that will regenerate our battered soils and ailing
environment. Filled with Fine’s characteristic humor, enthusiasm, and journalistic rigor, The
Regenerative Hemp Entrepreneur is the essential book on this miracle crop and the industry
that has sprung up around it—a must-read for aspiring growers and interested observers alike.

The Power of What If?
Rob Hopkins
Imagination is central to empathy and to creating better lives and a more positive future. Yet,
collectively, it is in decline. In this passionate exploration, Transition Movement founder Rob
Hopkins asks why, what can we do about it, and how might our lives, our communities, and
the earth benefit if we are successful in reversing this decline?

Answering Hunger with Fastercise
Dr. Denis Wilson
Dr. Denis Wilson, thyroid metabolism expert and originator of Wilson’s Temperature Syndrome, presents his unique method for improving fitness and reducing body fat by managing
the body’s response to hunger with specialized forms of exercise—fastercise and tightercise—
that trigger the body to access and burn stored fuel. This book explores that relationship
between hunger and high-intensity exercise. Dr. Wilson has developed a protocol for using
short bursts of high-intensity exercise to curb hunger pangs and thus allow people to better
control their decisions regarding when, what, and how much to eat. This book explains that
protocol and the underlying physiology.
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Chelsea Green Publishing 2018 Highlights
Eager by Ben Goldfarb
• Hailed as one of the best books of the year by The Washington
Post, Outside Magazine, Forbes Magazine, The Chicago Review of
Books, Science News, and The Seattle Times
• Stellar reviews from The Boston Globe, Scientific American,
Science Magazine, and National Geographic
• Short-listed for PEN/E. O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award
• Radio coverage including National Public Radio and Public
Radio International’s Living on Earth

The New Organic Grower, 30th Anniversary Edition by Eliot
Coleman is reviewed in The New York Times Book Review and
named Gardening Book of the Year by The Irish Times.
Saveur picks Fasting and Feasting as an online Cookbook
Club pick.
The Metabolic Approach to Cancer named as one of
the top 3 books of the year by Paleo Magazine.
Civil Eats covered The New Organic Grower; The Lean Farm
Guide to Growing Vegetables; The New Bread Basket; Fruitful
Labor; Farming While Black; The Art and Science of Grazing;
Dirt to Soil; and A Precautionary Tale.
Rolling Stone published an article on hemp featuring Doug Fine,
author of the forthcoming The Regenerative Hemp
Entrepreneur.
Dr. Joseph Mercola interviewed Lee Know (Mitochondria and
the Future of Medicine), Tom Cowan (Vaccines, Autoimmunity,
and the Changing Nature of Childhood Illness), J.B. Handley
(How to End the Autism Epidemic), and Gabe Brown
(Dirt to Soil ).
Smithsonian.com wrote an article about Emmet Van Driesche,
author of the forthcoming Carving Out a Living on the Land.
Forbes features Jeremy Umanski, author of the forthcoming
Koji Alchemy, in an article about western chefs discovering
and using koji.

